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Cover Photograph - ©Roger Goodrum.
January 15th 2013 Class 33 (West Coast Railways) No.33207 hauling VSO-E UK Pullman Cars GWEN, ZENA,
AUDREY and VERA approaching Tulse Hill enroute from Selhurst Depot to the VSO-E Stewarts Lane.

From The Coupé.
Welcome aboard edition number edition eleven of your bi-monthly Pullman & CIWL Newsletter.
We have now been travelling together for some period of time and building on the success of the past ten
editions, I must take this opportunity to thank those readers who have contributed articles and images for
this and the previous nine editions.
As ever I remain dependent on readers contributing news, articles and images in the form of all aspects of
Pullman and CIWL operations both past, present, future and of course aspects of both within the model
railway interests.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in production is for you to forward on, either by E-mail or printing a copy,
to any one you may know who will also be interested in reading about matters Pullman & CIWL.
Changing your Email address, or wish to be removed from the mailing list, please send an Email to the
t.bye@ntlworld.com with your request, it’s as simple as that.
In the past some readers have failed to receive their copies as published for one reason or another, I do get
bounce backs advising that an e-mail address no longer exists or the mail box full.
In the event by the second Monday of each publication month (January, March, May, July, September and
November) your copy fails to arrive, please Email the editorial address and I will forward to you the missing
edition.
The views and articles within this publication are not necessarily those of the editor.

Editors Acknowledgement.
My thanks to the following readers for their continued support by the way of either articles and or images.
Without you contributions this edition would not have been published: R.Goodrum, K.Stroud, C.Long, G.Behrend, G.Child, B. MacDermott, T.Knox, T.Mulligan, G.Moon, A.Vacani,
D.Cole, J.Morel, D.Richards, T.Hagon, N.Marshall, D.Rhodes, D.Jones, A.Freeman, D.Lindsay, C.Elliott.
My thanks to the following Publications, Societies & Web Sites: Railway World, Railway Magazine, Modern Railway, Trains Illustrated.
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society, South Eastern & Chatham Railway Society.
Wikipedia, Made in these Isles.
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Pullman Car History.
Pullman Name:
Type of Car:
Into Service:
Original Builder:
Rebuild:

Pre 1960 Schedule No:
Post 1960 Schedule No:
Tare:
Seats:
Bogies:
Length:
Width:

DIANA.
Kitchen First Class.
June 1920.
1891 - Gilbert Car Manufacturing Company of Troy, U.S.A.
1892 - February South Eastern & Chatham Railway at Ashford.
First Class Drawing Room Car with swivel armchairs.
Fixed and free chairs in smoking compartment.
Seating 25 First Class.
Allocated the identity of CAR No.34.
1896 - Rebuilt by South Eastern & Chatham Railway at Ashford.
To Third Class Drawing Room Car with fixed seating.
Separate smoking compartment.
Seating 38 Third Class.
1920 - Pullman Car Company Works at 1Preston Park, Brighton.
Diagram 37 with Pantry and Coupé fitted and classed as Pullman Type
“C” Car, seating 20 First Class. Allocated the identity of car DIANA.
87.
105.
30t.
16.
2 x 8 wheels.
51’ 31/2in. } Due to loading gauge restrictions between Hastings and
8’ 43/4in. } Tunbridge Wells.

1

The long term lease by the Pullman Company of the ex LB&SCR paint shop at Preston Park did not
commence until 1928.
Earlier publications refer to the car being rebuilt at the Pullman workshops at Longhedge, London.
It is possible that the car was partially rebuilt at both the LB&SCR main workshops at Brighton and the
Pullman workshops at Longhedge, but the controversy re the place of rebuild in 1920 remains unsolved.
The six cars were originally built by the Gilbert Car Company in 1891 and shipped over in sections for
assembly which was completed by February 1892 at the South Eastern & Chatham Railway’s Ashford works,
and the first cars making their first appearance on March 2 nd 1892, from Charing Cross to Hastings on what
became known as the ‘Hastings Car Train’. Historically, there is no evidence that, apart from the publicity
train of March 2nd that the cars ever ran as one train to Hastings until after 1896. In fact there is evidence
they ran singly and in pairs from Charing Cross to Dover as well as Charing Cross to Hastings.
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CAR No.34 as Rebuilt in 1896 to Third Class Drawing Room Car.
In 1896 the cars were rebuilt, and the accumulators which had formerly lit the cars electrically, being
recharged at Charing Cross, were replaced by the Stone system of electric lighting with dynamos under the
cars.
The rebuilding included alterations to windows, enclosing of the vestibules and fitting of lavatories.

The interior of either CAR No.32 or 34 following the rebuilding of 1896.
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The car remained in service on the SE&CR until the outbreak of World War One in 1914.
1919/1920.

Sold by the SE&CR to the Pullman Car Company.

1920 March to Early June.

Commence operational traffic for the Pullman Car Company as Car
DIANA.

After 1920 the cars ran, probably in pairs, on the Hastings branch. In the journals of A Earle Edwards notes
are made of specific journeys in 1922/23.
1928 June 21st.

Stopped

1928 November 15th.

Condemned.

1928 September 30th.

Written Off.

Information Sources: K.Stroud.
C.Long.
1
A Car Called Constance - SE&CR Society & HMRS 2007 - ISBN978 0 902835 23 8
Pullman in Europe - G.Behrend 1962 - ISBN Not registered.
Pullman Car Services - Archive.
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'A Car Called Constance'
This is still available from the SE&CR &
HMR Society priced at
£4.50 +UK p&p @ £1.10.
For further details contact
john.arkell@meadowrd.demon.co.uk
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THE PULLMAN SOCIETY

The society journal
“The Golden Way”
Is published
FOUR times a year

The Society is dedicated to the
study of all aspects of Pullman
operations in the British Isles and
Continental Europe and in the
United States, where the first cars
were built and services began.

For further details including membership please contact
Martin Trott at treasurer@pullmansociety.org.uk
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FREE INTERNET NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES & WEB SITES.
Bringing Back The Brighton Belle.
The wonderful Brighton Belle, the only electric all-Pullman train in the world, succeeded the steam service
between London and Brighton in 1933 and became the world's first electric inter-city train. A much loved
railway icon, the three five-car train sets were withdrawn by BR in 1972. Now we have a wonderful idea - an
amazing feat of restoration, to bring together a complete train set and return the Belle to the mainline! To
follow progress with the restoration and help.
http://www.brightonbelle.com

BritPull.
Pullmans in Britain. An opportunity to discuss all aspects of Pullman vehicles and their workings in Britain.
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/BritPull/

Blue Pullman.
A group for anyone interested in the British Rail Blue Pullman sets which operated between London and
Manchester / Birmingham / South Wales.
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/blue_pullman/

Pullman Company Researchers.
A friendly discussion group for anyone with a genealogical or historical interest in the Pullman Company and
their ancestors who were associated with it. Includes Pullman Company, Pullman Car Works, Pullman Palace
Car Company, Pullman porters etc. and the town of Pullman near Chicago built for Pullman employees.
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/PullmanCompanyResearchers/

MRE Mag.
Model Railway Express - Britain's leading FREE online magazine for railway modelers with thrice weekly news
and readers' discussion. Also, model and book reviews, classified ads, etc. Over 1,000 readers and published
every Monday, Wednesday & Friday by editor Phil Parker.
Visit www.mremag.com for further detail and information.

Raildate.
The weekly newsletter produced and also published by Howard Sprenger every Friday covering general
railway subjects with links to sites for further information visit: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RAILDATE/
Where you can sign up to access the weekly newsletter.

Coupé News, Coupé News Special Editions and Pullman & CIWL News Past Editions.
All past issues can be readily accessed by visiting: http://www.semgonline.com/coach/coupe/index.html
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LOOK BACK AT PULLMAN.
1888 - 125 Years Ago.
March 10th.

Fourteen Pullman Sleeping Cars purchased from the British Pullman Car Company by
the Midland Railway.
The name PULLMAN was removed and replaced by MIDLAND and Pullman names
allocated mid way down the body side removed and replaced by allocated numbers.
(Information Source PCS-A).

1953 - 60 Years Ago.
March 8th.

The ‘Down’ Bournemouth Belle noted departing Southampton Central hauled by
LMS/English Electric 1600 h.p. Diesel Electric No.10000.
(Railway Magazine May 1953).

April 20th.

Due to industrial action by the ‘Tug’ crews at Southampton Docks, a Cunard Liner
was diverted to Plymouth Sound.
A special working of a ten car Pullman train with the addition of four other vehicles
Operated from Plymouth Millbay Docks via Oakhampton, Exeter to London
Waterloo.
(Information Source Greg Child).

1963 - 50 Years Ago.
March.

Pullman employees at the Preston Park works, Brighton were advised that the works
will close in early 1964. All Pullman cars allocated to Southern Region services will on
closure be maintained by the Southern Region C& W Workshops at Eastleigh.
Pullman Cars allocated to Eastern Region services will be maintained by the
Eastern Region C7W Dept at Doncaster.
(Modern Railways July 1963).

March 25th.

The Chief of Refreshment Rooms & Restaurant Cars of British Transport Hotels
Has taken control of the Pullman Division.
(Information Source PCS-A).

April.

Two Western Region Blue Pullman sets reported as ‘Out of Service’, Two locomotive
hauled Pullman car standby sets put into service.
(Information Source Modern Railways June 1963).

April 6th.

Pullman Boat Train Special ‘Hellenic Cruise’ from London Victoria to Dover.
The train formation being hauled by Southern Region English Electric 1470 h.p
No.2003.
(Information Source Railway Magazine August 1963).

April 11th.

Western Region Pullman standby set used on the ‘Up’ Birmingham Pullman and
noted hauled by British Railways/Maybach/Voith Type 4 2700 h.p. Diesel Hydraulic
No.D1006 ‘WESTERN STALWART’.
(Information Source Railway Magazine August 1963).
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April 14th.

The Bristol & District Railway Society Railtour.
Bristol, Exeter, Plymouth via Oakhampton, Saltash, Plymouth Millbay Docks to Bristol
Using a Blue Pullman set.
This is the first recorded use of a Blue Pullman over the routes travelled.
(Information Source Trains Illustrated).

April 16th.

Western Region Pullman standby set used on the ‘Down’ Bristol Pullman and noted
hauled by N.B.L./Man/Voith Type 4 2200 h.p. Diesel Hydraulic No.834 ‘PATHFINDER’.
(Information Source Railway Magazine June 1963).

April 17th.

Western Region Pullman standby set used on the South Wales Pullman and noted
hauled by Beyer Peacock/Maybach/Mekydro Type 3 1700 h.p. Diesel Hydraulic
No.7066.
(Information Source Railway Magazine July 1963).

1973 - 40 Years Ago.
March.

Ex-Pullman Composite Car RUTH noted at BR Swindon Works and internally stripped.
(Information Source Railway World May 1973).

April.

CAR No.79 Presented to the South Yorkshire Group of the North Yorkshire Moors
Railway, by the cars current owner ‘Slag Reduction’.
The car had been purchased by ‘Slag Reduction’ for breaking-up, its survival being
due to the car being used as a ‘Board Room’.
(Information Source Railway World September 1973).

1983 - 30 Years Ago.
March 14th.

Charter of the UK Pullman cars of the VSO-E.
London Kings cross to Harrogate for the ‘1983 Fashion Fare’.
(Information Source Railway World August 1983).

March 17th.

UK Pullman cars of the VSO-E.
London Paddington to Cheltenham for the ‘1983 Cheltenham Gold Cup’.
(Information Source Modern Railway Profile September 1983).

April 16th.

Charter of the UK Pullman cars of the VSO-E.
London Victoria to Chichester, Romsey to Victoria ‘RCTS Pullman Rail Tour’.
Noted seven Pullman cars and two other vehicles.
(Information Source Modern Railway Profile August 1983).

April 30th.

Inaugural UK Pullman cars of the VSO-E.
London Waterloo to Brockenhurst (for visit to Beaulieu) then ECS forward to Poole.
(Information Source Railway Modern Railway Profile August 1983).
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Pullman - Model Railway.

Brighton Belle 3 car Train pack Pullman livery.
Scale: 1:148.
A British N scale model from Arnold of the Brighton Belle, Motorised 3 car train pack.
DCC Ready.
Price is not yet known.

Supplier Code: HN3000.

Brighton Belle 2 car coach pack Pullman livery.
Scale: 1:148.
A British N scale model from Arnold of the Brighton Belle.
Additional 2 car pack for the HN3000, Non motorized.
Price is not yet known.

Supplier Code: HN3500.
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Brighton Belle 3 car Train pack 1969-1972 BR Blue coaching stock livery.
Scale: 1:148.
A British N scale model from Arnold of the Brighton Belle, Motorised 3 car train pack.
DCC Ready.
Price is not yet known.

Supplier Code: HN3001.

Arnold Brighton Belle 2 car coach pack BR Blue livery.
Scale: 1:148.
A British N scale model from Arnold of the Brighton Belle.
Additional 2 car pack for the HN3001 in BR Blue coach livery, Non motorized.
Price is not yet known.

Supplier Code: HN3501

Pullman & CIWL News - Passengers Reservations List.
349 x World First Class Passengers.
3 x Web Sites - Passenger Numbers Unknown.
Welcome aboard to the following joining passengers: C.Owen, J.Duke.
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The MREmag & RMweb Wish list Poll 2013 - Brian Macdermott.
The MREmag & RMweb Wishlist Poll will be running in early April this year.
Readers will find details at www.mremag.com and www.rmweb.co.uk from mid-March.
There will be N and 00 Polls, and pollsters may vote in either or both.
A report of the results will be published on both sites.
Pullman enthusiasts will find a section headed ‘Pullman & CIWL’. The accompanying Guide has a summary of
all the items in exactly the same running order as The Poll; it can be printed out and used as ‘a pre-planner’.
The purpose of The Poll is: To provide an easy and enjoyable way for modellers and collectors to tell the major manufacturers and
commissioners of ready-to-run railway models what they would like to see made from new tooling (excluding
models tooled or announced since 2000).
Many will recognise the structure of The 2013 Poll as being the same as last year, but it has been thoroughly
reviewed with input from the N Gauge Society as well as by an expert in track machines and TOPS-era freight
vehicles.
The Poll is being supported by model railway magazines; Bachmann and Hornby ‘Collector Club’ magazines;
Double O Gauge Association (DOGA); GER Society (GERS); Historical Model Railway Society (HMRS); LNER
Society; The Model Railway Club; N Gauge Society (NGS); The Train Collectors Society – and many others.
It is the only poll of its type that will be supported by and reported upon in MREmag and RMweb.
Other wish list type polls may well run, but - as far as we are aware - this is the only one compiled by a team
of nine with a unique blend of practical modelling and editorial experience.
Some members are published book/magazine article authors; some have model trade experience; some are
ex-BR staff; some are working on preserved railways.
The Poll Team remains neither commercially sponsored nor remunerated, even though MREmag and RMweb
have been placed on a ‘commercial footing’ recently. It comprises: Neil Burgess, Robert Carroll, Chris
Knowles-Thomas, John Lewis, Jeff Lynn, Brian Macdermott, Nick Stanbury, Ian Taylor and Glen Woods.
The MREmag & RMweb Wishlist Poll 2012 was a notable success, attracting what is believed to be the
highest number of voters ever for any such poll.
Models announced in the past year have been deleted and their places taken by many new items suggested
by pollsters, mainly in the areas of track maintenance and diesel shunters.
Whilst The Poll Team makes no claim that models are specifically made as a result of The Poll, it is interesting
to note that the greater majority of the 00 models announced between March and December 2012 were in
the top 20% of the items voted for.
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The Eastern Region of British Railways Pacific Class Locomotive Pullman Workings - Tommy Knox.
My thanks to Tommy Knox for the following information on the East Coast Main Line.
Within the text reference is made to ‘Down’ and ‘Up’ workings. These relate thus, an ‘Up’ working is a
service to London Kings Cross, and ‘Down’ working is a service working from Kings Cross.
I.e. All lines to any of London’s terminals are classified as the ‘UP Line’.
The Queen of Scots Pullman.
Mar/April 1933 (80 years ago) – I have used the BR number for ease of recognition)
33.04.08

60081 Up Queen of Scots failed at Darlington

Mar/April 1953 (60 years ago)
53.03.10
53.03.28
53.04.02
53.04.02
53.04.04
53.04.05
53.04.07
53.04.08
53.04.08
53.04.09
53.04.10
53.04.11
53.04.13
53.04.15
53.04.16
53.04.17
53.04.18
53.04.20
53.04.21
53.04.22
53.04.22
53.04.23
53.04.24
53.04.26

60119
60117
60130
60131
60141
60939
60131
60141
60146
60120
60133
60120
60120
60134
60139
60134
60139
60123
60141
60134
60519
60139
60123
60036

58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
131 Up Queen of Scots from Leeds - Kings Cross
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
131 Up Queen of Scots from Edinburgh - Newcastle
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds – Newcastle
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Mar/April 1963 (50 Years ago)
63.03.04
63.03.05
63.03.09
63.03.09
63.03.29
63.04.08
63.04.16

60008
60001
60535
60812
60130
60083

1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Newcastle - Edinburgh
1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Edinburgh - Newcastle
1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Newcastle - Edinburgh
1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Leeds - Kings Cross 11on
1A12 Kings cross - Newcastle TCQ/1S57 Dn Queen of Scots from Newcastle –
Edinburgh
60151 1E14 Up Queen of Scots from Edinburgh - Newcastle /Up Seed Potatoes from
Newcastle 18.48

The Tees Tyne Pullman.
Mar/April 1953 (60 years ago)
53.03.02
53.03.10
53.03.13
53.04.02
53.04.02
53.04.07
53.04.09
53.04.22
53.04.24
53.04.24

60007
60032
60017
60010
60022
60022
60026
60034
60029
60034

82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman / 18.10 (FO) Kings Cross - Doncaster
82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman / 108 pt1 20.00 Dn from Kings Cross
145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman

Mar/April 1963 (50 years ago)
63.03.11

60052 1A15 Up Tees Tyne Pullman into Kings Cross

Note – by this time this train was diesel hauled and the above was covering a failure.
The Yorkshire Pullman.
Mar/April 1953 (60 years ago)
53.03.10
53.03.23
53.03.24
53.03.27
53.04.01
53.04.02
53.04.02
53.04.07
53.04.09
53.04.22
53.04.24
53.04.24

60134
60026
60026
60010
60014
60007
60123
60119
60141
60014
60014
60141

19 Up Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman
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The Yorkshire Pullman - Continued.
Mar/April 1963 (50 Years ago)
63.03.18
63.03.18
63.03.30
63.04.04

60074
60125
60128
60114

1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman failed at Doncaster
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman from Doncaster - Kings Cross
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman 9on
1E08 Up Yorkshire Pullman

The Harrogate Sunday Pullman.
Mar/Apr 1963 (50 years ago)
63.04.16

60148 1E14 Up Harrogate Sunday Pullman

This train was diesel hauled by this time
Can you help Tommy.
I am putting on about 1,000 workings per month on to the database and it now stands at over 750,000
Pacific and V2 workings. I would be grateful if readers who were spotting in steam days could look through
their notebooks and if they find any information to contact me, I am also happy to answer any reasonable
enquiries if I can.
My email address is Tommy@lner-pacifics.me.uk.

The Brighton Belle and Southern Electric Pullmans - Profile No.4 - Antony M Ford - Noodle Books.

In this fourth profile of British-built Pullman cars, we look at a new type of vehicle, designed specifically for
the ‘Central’ section of the Southern Railway, that was longer, loftier and wider than hitherto known - the
four variant versions of the all-steel ‘Southern Electric’ type. As refined and up-to-date successors to the
rolling stock broadly outlined in Profiles 1, 2 and 3, these strikingly attractive and stylish Pullman cars
promoted ground-breaking technology, contemporary 1930s interior appointments, and benefited from
advanced monocoque construction which encompassed the latest developments in metallurgy.
Currently advised that the publication will be during March 2013.
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Main Street Station, Las Vegas, Nevada - T.Bye/PCS-A.
Main Street Station is proud to share these exceptionally preserved railcars with everyone.
Their story is but one chapter of the robust, and sometimes romantic, American saga.
Rail and train historians are welcome to view the ‘LOUISA ALCOTT’ and ‘ORLANDO DAWN’, both unique to
their own eras. Located at Main Street Station, the cars are but a part of a collection of antiques that make
Main Street Station a true one-of-a-kind resort.

Ex- AMTRAK STATION
(Rear of Plaza Hotel)
Los Angeles - UNION PACIFIC RR – Chicago.

Plaza Hotel
& Casino.

Main Street Station Hotel
Casino, Brewery & Car
LOUISA ALCOTT.

CAR No.92 - CAR No.100

North Main Street.
ORLANDO DAWN
Fremont
Street.

©Goggle Earth 2012.

©T.Bye/PCS-Archive.
ORLANDO DAWN.
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Las Vegas - Passenger Train Working - T.Bye/PCS-A.
On may 15th 1905, the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad auctioned off lots for the creation of the
new city of Las Vegas. With 110 degree temperatures scorching the crowds, about three thousand people
gathered to bid on the prime lots, many of which sold for up to $1,750 each. Instantaneously, a tent city
sprang to life, and soon permanent buildings marked the emergence of the new city.
Las Vegas was born a railroad town. The first train depot was built by the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake
Railroad in 1905. Senator William A.Clark of Montana, and his brother J.Ross Clark, were the co-founders of
this railroad. The brothers eventually sold their interest to the Union Pacific in 1921.
The early Mission style depot was replaced in 1940 by a streamline modern structure. This was demolished in
1970 to make way for the Union Plaza Hotel, which was built in 1971. Continuation of passenger service
provision was given From a depot that was located inside the hotel Passenger train service continued until
the final passenger train to set passengers down the ‘Desert Wind’ (Los Angeles, California to Chicago, Illinois)
on its discontinuation on May 12th 1997.

The station was located at the rear of the Plaza Hotel, only freight trains pass the old station today.
In addition to the two cars LOUISA ALCOTT & ORLANDO DAWN located at Main Street Station Hotel, Casino,
Brewery & Car a further two cars can be found on North Main Street.
I came across two further cars that I had no knowledge of whilst walking along North Main Street from
Fremont Street to view cars LOUISA ALCOTT & ORLANDO DAWN.
On my 2008 visit although I could see LOUISA ALCOTT, I was unable to photograph the car due to access
restrictions. A further visit in 2010 found the car no longer in use as the static restaurant.

©T.Bye/PCS-Archive.
Left to Right - Colorado Midland Office No. 100 & Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad No.92.
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CAR No.92.
The ‘BLACKHAWK’, also known as ‘Private Car No.92’, was built in 1903 for Charles Elliot Perkins, President of
the Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad.
In its heyday, CAR No.92 served as the personal car of dignitaries including Buffalo Bill Cody, Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt, and Annie Oakley.
Button-tufted ceilings and etched glass connection doors speak of a romance and charm known only to turnof-the-century America.

©T.Bye/PCS-Archive.
Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad No.92.
Toilet Compartment.
The public toilet compartment sported stainless fixtures, including a bath and the unheard of shower, and
toilet. The only other shower on board was located in the butler’s quarters.
Buffalo Bill’s Sleeping Quarters.
Personal bedroom of Buffalo Bill Cody. Complete with a full size canopied brass bed and private toilet.
The compartments walls are decorated with authentic 1872 Great American Wild West Show posters.
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Teddy Roosevelt’s Sleeping Quarters.
Colonel Teddy Roosevelt’s sleeping quarters also included a private toilet and full size overhead bed.
Each room was heated separately using steam heat controls and cooled with fans and half-moon shaped
venting windows.
Annie Oakley’s Sleeping Quarters.
Designated as the original owner’s secretary’s quarters, Annie Oakley, travelling with Buffalo Bill, later added
her name to the distinguished passenger roster.
Quarters include a tiny desk and private bath. Ms.Oakley slept on a unique hade-a-bed that allowed for a
comfortable sitting area.

©T.Bye/PCS-Archive.
Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad No.92.
Dining Room.
The formal dining room, equipped to seat eight passengers, is dominated by a hand-inlaid wood and leaded
glass server. The panelled wall conceals a narrow bed.
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©T.Bye/PCS-Archive.
Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad No.92.
Crews Quarters.
No butler’s quarters would have been complete without a clothes press, a private shower, a lavatory, and a
tiny overhead bunk. Passengers communicated with the attendant via bells or buzzers that sounded in this
room.
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©T.Bye/PCS-Archive.
Left to Right - Colorado Midland Office No. 100 & Chicago Burlington & Quincy Railroad No.92.

Kitchen.
Meals were cooked on a huge wood-burning stove, later converted to gas, and food was stored in iceboxes.
Gleaming stainless steel cupboards and sinks reflect the perfect utility and commodity service.
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©T.Bye/PCS-Archive.
Colorado Midland Office No. 100.

Colorado Midland Office CASCADE - No. 100.
CASCADE was built by the Pullman Company in 1898. The car was later rebuilt in 1912.
The Colorado Midland's fortunes were in bonanza so long as silver ore, mined among the scary mountains of
its line, held out, which wasn't long. Finally, overburdening this jagged railroad with freight and then
withdrawing all freight suddenly from the line by the United States Railroad Administration in World War I
put the CM out of business.
Observation Room.
Originally, the CASCADE was designed to accommodate railroad officials, directors, and their guests, in
comfort. The Observation room accomplishes this with the grace and style of the era, from the original inlaid
panelling to the period booth seating.
When needed, the Observation Room could be transformed into a sleeping area, by utilising three bunks
concealed in the high walls.
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Sleeper.
One of two plush compartments affording the traveller a tiny lavatory and toilet, comfortable seating and an
overhead bunk.
The sleeper included a small cedarplined closet and beautiful etched-glass windows.

©T.Bye/PCS-Archive.
Colorado Midland Office No. 100.

Sleeper.
The second of two private sleepers, this compartment includes the original Pintsch Gas light fixtures, which
have been painstakingly converted to electricity.
The exceptionally preserved wood panelling is accented by heavy brass fittings.
Crew’s Quarters.
The CASCADE crew’s quarters, although small in comparison to the other rooms included a tiny overhead
bunk, a table and seat. The same expensive fittings, lighting and fixtures were even placed in servant’s
quarters.
CASCADE Kitchen.
The CASCADE kitchen could serve up to 16 passengers in one seating. The huge wood-burning Stearne’s
Company stove dates back to the 1880’s and is showpiece on its own. Special ventilation fans and copper hot
water tanks are unique to the period’s railcar construction.
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©T.Bye/PCS-Archive.
Colorado Midland Office No. 100.

Dining Compartment.
A private dining compartment set this railcar apart from most cars of the era.
Copper accents reflect rich wood tones, and polished brass lighting adds warmth to a luxurious setting.
The CASCADE is in such a beautiful state of preservation, it is appropriate that all the interior fixtures and
amenities are still functioning.
Las Vegas Site Visit.
In the invent you visit Las Vegas and wish to view the cars detailed above, it is recommended that for
personal safety walking from the main hotel areas on the Strip to Fremont Street is unsafe, travelling to and
from Fremont Street can be undertaken by either taxi or the regular bus service.

Information Source:
T.Bye/PCS-Archive.
Terence Mulligan.
http://www.trainweb.org/usarail/lasvegasnv.htm
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MK1 Pullmans - Kings Cross April 1978 - George Moon.
In 1978 I was working at Baker Street and made several attempts to have my camera with me, get away
from work in time to get to Kings Cross before the ‘Down’ Pullman departures to Yorkshire and take some
photographs, if the adjacent track was clear.
Several such attempts were frustrated at one stage or another but I did manage it on a couple of occasions.

Kings Cross - April 13th 1978 - Down Yorkshire Pullman - E326E EMERALD - E315E HERON - E318E ROBIN.

Kings Cross - April 13th 1978 - Down Yorkshire Pullman - E318E ROBIN.
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Kings Cross - April 13th 1978 - Down Yorkshire Pullman - E319E SNIPE.

Kings Cross - April 13th 1978 - Down Hull Pullman - E313E FINCH - E328E OPAL - E317E RAVEN.
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West Coast Railway Company - Mk1 Pullman Cars at Hitchin - February 15th 2013 - Alan Vacani.
Alan visited Hitchin station on the East Coast Mainline on Friday February 15th to view the incoming
West Coast Railways empty coaching stock movement ‘5Z54’ the 7.25 a.m. Carnforth Steamtown to
Hitchin Up Yard with a scheduled arrival of 2.22 p.m. hauled by Class 47 locomotives top and tailing (47760
south end) and (47237 north end).
The empty coaching stock being stabled overnight at Hitchin to form on Saturday February 16th the empty
coaching stock working ‘5Z54’ 5.10 a.m. Hitchin Up Yard to St.Neots station with a scheduled arrival of 5.56
a.m. The stock then formed the ‘1Z54’ the ‘LANCASTRIAN’ 6 a.m. St.Neots to Preston Station with a
scheduled arrival at 3.09 p.m. The working was scheduled for main line steam haulage in the North West by
5MT 4-6-0 No.44932.
The return working was scheduled to depart Preston Station at 5.50 p.m. as the ‘1Z55’ to Stevenage with a
scheduled arrival of 11.01 p.m.
The empty coaching stock would then be moved as the ‘5Z55’ 11.16 p.m. Stevenage to Hitchin Up Yard with
a scheduled arrival of 11.40 p.m. 44932.
The return working of the empty coaching stock on Sunday February 17th the ‘5Z55’ 1.32 p.m. Hitchin Up
Yard - Carnforth Steamtown. The train actually departed at 11.25 a.m a mere 127 minutes early.
Within the coaching stock formation of the train were three former ECML Mk1 Pullman cars.

©Alan Vacani.
Hitchin Station Friday February 15th 2013.
Schedule No.348 - Ex Parlour Second Class CAR No.348 - Running as 99348 in maroon livery.
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©Alan Vacani.
Hitchin Station Friday February 15th 2013.
Schedule No.350 - Ex Parlour Second Class CAR No.350 - Running as 99348 in maroon livery.

©Alan Vacani.
Hitchin Station Friday February 15th 2013.
The vestibules of CAR No.348 & 350.
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©Alan Vacani.
Hitchin Station Friday February 15th 2013.
Schedule No.326 EMERALD (II) - TOPs No.99402.
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The Pullman Car Company and the British Industries Fair 1954 to 1957 - T.Bye/PCS-A.
In the years 1954, 1955, 1956 and 1957 the Pullman Car Company (P.C.Co.,) attended the British Industries
Fair (BIF) at Castle Bromwich.
The P.C.Co., provided a rake of second class Pullman cars for each of the years and these were located in a
siding next to the BIS site. The BIS site was located on the edge of Castle Bromwich Airport and the buildings
were purpose built in 1920 to allow the businesses in the Midlands area to promote their products by
exhibition at the BIS.
The history of the British Industries Fair (BIF) begins in 1915 when the first BIF was held at the Royal
Agricultural Hall, London, in an attempt to encourage British firms to produce goods which had traditionally
been imported from Germany and other countries.
Only the exhibition of British goods was permitted, the success of the first Fair led to further Fairs being held
in 1916 and 1917 at the Victoria & Albert Museum, and in 1918 and 1919 at the London Docks.
A selection representing the heavy industries was inaugurated at Castle Bromwich in Birmingham in 1920
with the aid of a grant for publicity from the Board of Trade. This accompanied the London section at Crystal
Palace, and a Board of Trade Committee of Inquiry under the chairmanship of Sir Frank Warner
recommended that the Fair be maintained on an annual basis with one section in London and another in
Birmingham.
The Fair was held each year until 1957 except in 1925, the second year of the British Empire Exhibition at
Wembley, and 1941 to 1946.
By 1948 the purpose of the BIF was described by M Logan in The Histories of the Fair as being ‘to show the
world the strength of British industry, the craftmanship, the design and the quality that is implied in the
words ‘British Made’.
Responsibility for organising the annual Fair was with Department of Overseas Trade from 1919 who,
together with the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce, were also responsible for the Birmingham Fair. It
returned to the Export Promotion Department of the board in 1946, and was exercised by the new
Commercial Relations and Exports Department of the board after 1 January 1949.
After the 1954 Fair responsibility for organisation and management was transferred to a private company,
British Industries Fair Ltd. The Company was voluntarily wound up on 20 February 1958 and the Fair has not
been held since 1957.
The British Industries Fair at Castle Bromwich was an important exhibition centre for the Midlands. The large
complex of buildings being constructed in 1920 and was situated between Castle Bromwich Aerodrome and
the railway line. For two weeks every year it was the most visited attraction in the country, in 1933, the first
diesel locomotive arrived for display at the BIF.
The nearby Castle Bromwich railway station received many important visitors for the BIF, including King
George V and Queen Mary in 1928, the Duke of York, Princess Mary and Lord Lascelles. They were often
entertained afterwards by the Bradfords at Castle Bromwich Hall. It is known a daily ‘Down’ and ‘Up’ service
ran from London Euston to Castle Bromwich station for those wishing to attend during the exhibition period.
In 1955, 56 & 57 BR provided a DMU shuttle from Birmingham New Street station to Castle Bomwich.
During the final years exhibition May 6th to May 17th SR diesel No.10203 worked the specials from London
Euston to Castle Bromwich.
The site was sold in 1960, along with that of the airfield. The buildings and the sites were cleared for the
construction of the Castle Vale housing estate. The BIF was replaced by the National Exhibition Centre.
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© Reproduced by kind permission of the RCTS from their photograph archive.
May 8th 1954 - CAR No.17 with the vestibule (left) of the Devon Belle Observation Car.

©Reproduced by kind permission of the RCTS from their photograph archive.
May 8th 1954 - CAR No.27.
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The P.C.Co., under Stanley Adams (Chairman & Managing Director 1944 to 1957) maintained that an
enterprise should expand or stagnate. He was anxious to diversify Pullman’s activities within the railway
system as well as externally. Diversification led to many and varied projects.
Each year from 1954 and 1957 a seven car train with a bar car was allocated to BIF at Castle Bromwich.
The bar allocated in 1954 was one of the two Devon Belle Observation cars, 1955 - 1957 CAR No.5 was
allocated.

©Reproduced by kind permission of the RCTS from their photograph archive.
April 30th 1956 - CAR No.16.
The Pullman car formation would be berthed on a siding next to the BIF site for use as an exhibitors club. As
the cars were stationary for the duration of the BIF arrangements had to be put in place for an electrical
shore supply, water and drainage facilities to the satisfaction of both the exhibition management and the
local authority.
A subvention of the takings of the P.C.Co., was paid to Pattison-Hughes, the official caterers.
Supplies for service provision within the Pullman cars had to be either purchased locally at a price or sent by
road from the P.C.Co., commissary depot at Battersea, London by road which actually proved cheaper. In
addition the on train staff of attendants and chefs was lodged locally.
Attending the BIF was an expensive operation which whether profitable or not proved to be good for public
relations and publicity and bringing Pullman activities to the attention of people who might not otherwise
have known about them.
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©Reproduced by kind permission of the RCTS from their photograph archive.
May 5th 1957 - CAR No.11.
For the 1956 BIF the following Second Class Pullman cars were allocated: CAR No.15
Brake Parlour
CAR No.16
Brake Parlour
CAR No.31
Kitchen
CAR No.61
Kitchen
CAR No.132
Kitchen
(ex ANACONDA).
CAR No.166
Kitchen
(ex GERALDINE).
CAR No.167
Kitchen
(ex MAJORIE).
CAR No.5
Buffet
(ex TRIANON BAR, NEW CENTURY BAR).
The Empty Pullman stock worked back to Didcot via the Lickey Incline on May 7th.

For the 1957 BIF the following Second Class Pullman cars were allocated: CAR No.11
CAR No.16
CAR No.31
CAR No.133
CAR No.166
CAR No.167
CAR No.249
CAR No.5

Brake Parlour
Brake Parlour
Kitchen
Kitchen
Kitchen
Kitchen
Parlour
Buffet

(ex ERMINIE).
(ex GERALDINE).
(ex MAJORIE).
(ex PEARL(I)).
(ex TRIANON BAR, NEW CENTURY BAR).
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Acknowledgements: Gregg Child.
David Cole.
George Moon.
RCTS Railway Observer.
Pullman by Julian Morel - David & Charles 1983 - ISBN 0-7153-8382-5.
Web site - Wikipedia.
Web site - Made in these Isles.
All photographs reproduced by kind permission of the RCTS from their photograph archive.
For further information with regard to the RCTS visit http://www.rcts.org.uk/
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Pullman Memories Revisited - Dave Richards.
Originally published within Coupe News No.50 April 2007 - Updated February 2013.
Most of the tangible evidence and remains relate to the fabulous Pullman Cars themselves, this is justifiably
where the focus generally remains.
I would like to try and redress the balance and hopefully kick-start a focus on where the real service was
delivered from i.e. the attendants themselves.
The two photographs within the article that hopefully will be of interest to you and fellow readers, being that
of my late father (Ron Richards) and my uncle (John ‘Johnny’ Cooper).
The picture of my father (1922 1982) as attendant ‘737’ was taken whilst he was wearing the pre-war
uniform and I assume was taken in the very late 1930’s and likely at the start of his Pullman career.

©David Richards.
Ron Richards (1922 - 1982) Pullman Car Attendant number ‘737’ in his pre-war uniform.
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It was sadly after his all too early passing, that my real fascination for Pullman cars started to evolve.
As a youngster, I travelled regularly on The Brighton Belle and other Composite cars out of Brighton and very
much took them for granted, as the way people travelled. I therefore quizzed him very little on his days with
the Pullman Car Company but remember that he was proudly ‘Attendant in Charge’ of Pullman composite
‘Grace’ until the car was taken out of service in February 1966.
I do remember him returning home (genuinely saddened) after her last service journey, with Grace’s internal
name plaque and one of her tables. The name plaque he later sold on the last running of the Bournemouth
Belle in July 1967 (doubtless for ‘a song’) and the table was sawn in half, to make the doors for a record
cabinet that he built for my sister – sacrilege!
‘Grace’ was very much ‘his car’ but he regularly worked the Brighton Belle and never forgave BR for the awful
corporate livery of blue and grey livery it was latterly painted, where the individuality and names of the cars
were removed (but subsequently and thankfully largely restored).
I remember him coming home from his first day of ‘buffet car’ training, on one of the new (awful) 4-BIG
units, stationed in one the sidings at Hove railway station and the realisation dawning that silver service was
now replaced by paper plates and plastic cutlery and a ‘meal’ was now a slice of toast.
His zest for his job died at that stage and sadly a part of his zest for life also.

©Doug Lindsay.
Composite Car GRACE.
(Doug Lindsay believes the photograph shows the car on a ‘Down’ working out of London Victoria and
crossing Grosvenor Bridge over the river Thames).
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How I wish I could spend time with him now talking over anecdotal stories during his time with The Pullman
Car Company, as I’m sure they were plentiful but I do remember 2 tales fondly.
The first related to set 3003 (that Grace was part of) being taken for an unscheduled (according to my dad
anyway!), trip through the washer, north of Brighton. It was a hot balmy day and unfortunately, most of the
car windows were open and Grace was afforded a thorough wash inside and out! Not wanting to own up to
this oversight, my father spent the remainder of the afternoon and most of the night, baling Grace out and
making sure that she was dry and in pristine condition for service the next morning.
The second story related to an over-zealous piece of shunting at Lover’s Walk (Brighton) that resulted in the
kitchen knife my father was holding, being jettisoned from his hand across the carriage, narrowly missing a
colleague and being buried in the car’s marquetry on the opposite side of the car!
My father died, aged just 60 after 43 years service with the Pullman Car Company and British Rail leaving
mother with a pension of £16 a week as a result.

©David Richards.
Johnny Cooper Pullman Car Attendant Number ‘294’.

The second picture is that of my Uncle John (born 1925), in what I regard as the classic Pullman uniform and
taken inside an unknown Pullman car. Johnny Cooper (attendant number 294) joined the Pullman Car
Company in 1939 and is very proud that at the age of just 16, he was the Company’s youngest ever
Attendant in Charge, when placed in charge (again of Grace) in 1941.
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The early war years may well have removed many of his older colleagues to battle in Europe but he remains
proud of the achievement to this day. He spent several periods working Pullman cars until 1956, truncated by
national service and ill-health at the time, before taking (what proved to be) a very successful ‘desk job’ for
the remainder of his professional career.
However, in a recent letter to me he wrote ‘It was probably the biggest disappointment of my working life
when I had to leave ‘The Pullmans’. Each day was different, meeting so many different people and celebrities
and although my new job prospects were much better, there was always regret in having to leave.”

(Editorial Comment - I have republished the above article in line with an update received from David in
early February).

The 2013 Return of Pullman Composite Car GRACE - David Richards.

©David Richards.
“0” Gauge Model of GRACE.
Following my article published in April 2007, I have the pleasure in updating readers on my quest to
remember both my late Father Ron Richards and my Uncle Johnny Cooper.
I have been lucky enough to have a model of Composite car ‘GRACE’ commissioned; alas the original car was
sadly decommissioned and broken-up.
Following a good deal of investigation, I am indebted to Terry Smith of TMS Models
(http://www.tmsmodels.biz/shop/) who built a superb model of car GRACE for me in 2012.
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These photographs of GRACE show her on display and proudly stands as a static model in pride of place at
my home in memory of my father and uncle.
The level of detail cannot be under-estimated, this runs to working table lamps (although a static model,
there is a power feed through the display rail), serviettes on the tables, table cloths, cutlery, crockery,
curtains and even antimacassars on the first class armchairs and third class benches, it is indeed a stunning
model and I'm thrilled with it.
I'm still at a loss as to why the Southern Region 6-PUL Pullman composites have never been modeled.
Within the Pullman Composite car was seating of both First and Third Class, a First class Coupe, a kitchen and
2 toilets, a quite remarkable piece of engineering for (what was) a standard service offering (albeit at a small
surcharge) throughout the SR 'triangle from Littlehampton, through Brighton to Hastings and North to
London Victoria and London Bridge.
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My Uncle (Johnny Cooper) lives on well into his 80's and was delighted when I showed ‘GRACE’ to him.
How I hope he's still with us in a few years’ time, as I long to take him on the restored Brighton Belle when
re-operational, a trip that he will enjoy immensely I know.
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Come and Meet the 5Bel Trust Team At Barrow Hill.

On Saturday 30 March 30th the 5BEL Trust will be opening the doors to Barrow Hill to give you an opportunity
to see at first hand progress with the re-engineering and restoration of the Brighton Belle.
CAR No. 91 and 85 will be in our dedicated Belle shed and First Class 'HAZEL' and CAR No.88 and 87 will be
fully accessible in the sidings.
This is the first time that five original Brighton Belle cars have been together and accessible since 1972, so
come and share a significant moment of third rail history in the Belle's 80th Anniversary year!
'Southern Saturday' will not only offer a chance to talk to our engineering team but also the first passenger
ride in a 4-VEP since they finally left service in 2005, topped and tailed by 71001 and 33108! We've arranged
for the Deltic Preservation Society shed to be open and manned and there are masses of photo opportunities
around the turntable! There'll be a free bus service from Chesterfield Station and free on-site parking. And,
by attending, you'll be helping to raise funds for this ground-breaking project.
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To mark the Belle’s 80th anniversary the 5BEL Trust commissioned the noted railway artist Jonathan Clay to
produce a wonderfully evocative painting of the train in service in 1961.

The signed and framed original of this painting prize draw was undertaken on January 31 st and it is pleasure
the 5BEL Trust announce the winner.
Mr W.Parker of Lydney, Gloucestershire.
The 5BEL Trust would like to thank all contributors to the raffle, the funds raised will be used in the
restoration of the Trust’s recent acquisition, Trailer Pullman First ‘HAZEL’.

5BEL Trust Opportunity Request.
Have you experience of running a merchandise programme?
The 5BEL Trust would be very interested to hear from anyone with relevant experience who might be
prepared to serve as Merchandise Manager, fulfilling orders of mugs, badges, T shirts etc from home.
For further information contact gordon.rushton@brightonbelle.com.
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©Tony Hagon.
Caught at speed the Brighton Belle at Purley Oaks in 1964.

Memories of the Brighton Belle - Tony Hagon.
The final run of the Brighton Belle was too upsetting for most of us to watch. I was working for John Colwill,
Area Manager Brighton, at the time as his clerk and was responsible for organising a lot of the festivities in
the video. John was a great Welsh showman and a lot of the final train activities were down to his initiative.
Although I was invited to travel on the last train, I opted out; the idea of a wake didn't appeal.
I recall the horror of seeing the unit coming out of works in the blue and grey; as far as I was concerned, ‘The
Beautiful One’ had died with its paint. I was working in Essex House, Croydon, and the first train was the
down 11.00 from VC-IG. Everyone in the building moved to the window and the whole building tilted.
The expression of disbelief was palpable. The silence after it had passed was deafening. Gone was the
elegance and the special presence of the face of the train with its noble crest, like the stripes on a tiger to be
replaced with a slab of yellow. Worse still the stencil route indicator had been replaced by blinds. No more
'Hazel', or Car number 90, but simply 'Brighton Belle' on the sides. Mediocrity taken to the extreme. The final
step to remove anything that stood out from the crowd.
But everyone seemed to enjoy the Last Train. I recall having lots of letters in succeeding days from
passengers that I had to reply to. I began to regret not having been ‘part of the fun’ but, in reality, I knew
instinctively that it was more of a funeral than a celebration.
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For three years I travelled on the Belle each night on the 23.00 (courting days!) and the stewards - each of
whom I knew personally as I was responsible for writing out their privilege discount tickets! – would kindly
bring me a pint of orange squash and a round or ten of toast. These were unaccountable items so I didn't pay
and they didn't have to chuck the waste out!
Occasionally I would cadge a cab ride on the 23.00. As anyone who has been there knows, it was a world
away from the luxury of the vestibules. Draughty, noisy, austere. And the guard's brake was little better. I'm
not going to say here whether or not I ever drove the 'Belle'- I think a confession of that kind would still get
me into jail – but I do have a rather intimate knowledge of what it might be like!
One of my responsibilities was to prepare the ladies' timesheets on what was called ‘The Daily Clean of the
Belle’. The cleaning regime was precise and strict - toilet seats, 2.5 minutes; vacuuming the coupe carpet, 3
minutes etc. The ladies would complete their timesheets and they would be carried to the Station Manager's
Office for compilation before sending them off to Southern House.
The cleaning supervisor would do spot checks and I would sometime visit Lovers' Walk to do the same. Since
I was only 22 at the time, I regularly received rather racy notes with the timesheets, usually written in the
margins. That was fine until – as occasionally happened - I had to come off that job to do a shift as the
Brighton station train announcer.
Dear Miss Burchell, spinster of this SMO, would add up the timesheets while I wasn't there. I shudder to
think of her face as she transcribed the ladies' little and not very discreet notes. Thankfully, my girlfriend who
worked for Sealink (she later became my wife) never got wind of the tempting offers!
Then there was the incident at Earlswood Junction when the tray of drinks went into orbit……let me set the
scene.
In the early part of the 20th century the LB&SCR constructed the 'Quarry Line' to avoid the SE&CR dominated
bottleneck at Redhill. The Quarry line, southbound, parts from the Redhill line at Coulsdon, around 10 miles
south of Croydon, and joins up again at Earlswood, just south of Redhill. Where the two
routes rejoinis Earlswood Junction, and just prior to it on the Quarry line is the Sandhill Tunnel following
which and just prior to the junction is quite a severe curve.
It was June 1967, and I had been tasked to travel to London to purchase the first day release of the 'Sergeant
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band’ LP. I was on my return journey home. As we all know, the 'Belle' was
always a bit of a rough rider, and seemed to get worse with continuous welded rail, and at its customary 75
mph would be a veritable bucking bronco.
It had been an extremely pleasant early summer’s day and the train was moderately full. I was sitting in the
aisle seat of one of the second class saloons with a long view of the rest of the carriage. We passed the
eponymous quarry on the high embankment just as the steward appeared with his tray of teas, coffees and
the usual pots and jugs plus a few gins and tonic and other assorted wares of the Pullman trade. This not
insubstantial load was
Supported, as usual, at the high port in his left palm.
As we plunged into the darkness of the tunnel at high speed, the driver applied the brakes for the speed
restriction over the left hand curve at the end of the
tunnel. A sudden flash of light confirmed that we were nearing the end of the tunnel; as the bright sunlight
filled the car, we were still doing around 50-60mph….
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The problem with the curve was that it joined a set of double crossovers; at the point where the two came
together, years of the application of centrifugal from the passing trains had forced the track outwards,
causing a dog leg at one of the track joints.
Seasoned travellers knew this and also knew when to expect the thump, when the hard-riding carriage bogie
hit the dog leg. Unfortunately, the steward’s attention was elsewhere and was jolted to the right; the loaded
tray no longer supported from his stretched palm, it launched onto a flight path towards the offside
passengers.
Somehow, the steward regained his composure as his brain clicked back into gear. As he seemingly
effortlessly caught the tray with his right palm, most of the witnessing passengers broke into spontaneous
applause. I say ‘most’ because it would be taking the reader's trust too far to say that not a drop had been
spilled. But the judicious offer of a complimentary gin and tonic to those with damp jackets seemed to do the
trick. If only we had had video camera in those days!
The Belle nearly got me sacked. I had the temerity (this was 1972, after all) to suggest that the standard of
the line was now diminished since our flagship service had been removed. I had become a Traffic
Management Trainee (no doubt thanks to John's influence) and every six months we would have to present a
report. I chose mine as 'Prestige Services on the Brighton Line'. My thesis was that, in view of the furore
surrounding the removal of the Belle, we should take nine CIG/BIG units and refurbish them to the same
Pullman standard as on the LMR (Manchester Pullman). I still have the document!
Mind you I also made few friends in management when I suggested in my next report that the 4-VEP units
allocated to the Gatwick Airport service were the devil's roller skates and should be driven off Beachy Head
at the earliest opportunity. Imagine travelling across the world in 707 or Tristar comfort to spend the final
part of your journey in a draughty VEP unit calling at all stations via Redhill.
I simply suggested that we should use some of the MkIID air-conditioned units on the ER and LMR on a
regular non stop service; I was told in no uncertain terms by the Passenger Officer at Waterloo that the
railway could not afford out of line rolling stock or services and that no complaints had ever been received
from the 'satisfied customers'. I left the railway in 1976 and I don't suppose the Gatwick service ever
improved...as we know, the Belle replacement didn't happen.
Knowing that ‘The Beautiful One’ is coming back to the mainline is uplifting. I can’t wait to see it at speed
again, although never again will we have hold on to the table to stop us hitting the carriage roof whenever
the train hit Copyhold Junction on the down fast!
I long to sit in the motor coach, listening to the hum of the motor generator and the occasional dong-dongdong-dong-dong of the compressor. And what sweeter sound than the whine of the MG lower in pitch when
the driver moved the throttle into series and feel that serene and stately glide out of the station.
I would be happy for just one more chance to experience that unique smell as soon as you climbed into the
vestibule that seemed to connect - in my mind's eye - with the velvet/suede corridor connection curtains? It
was a mixture of coffee, toast, kippers and brake dust. It was pungent and exquisite. Come back quickly!
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©Roger Bamber - The Guardian
In the 20 February 1998 edition of The Guardian was a reminder that there was still interest in the national
press of the fate of the Brighton Belle more than 25 years after its withdrawal.
Under this half page image on Page 3 it notes ‘Decaying Brighton Belle Pullman cars in the old Brighton
Transport Museum in the former Pullman Works at Preston Park.
The train had its last run in 1972 and is now waiting in a damp shed for a decision about its future…..’
As we know, the museum at Preston Park never opened. The cars are 92 (at the front) and 93, both of which
were purchased by VSOE and shipped to the former Wagons-Lits Works at Ostend eight years ago, but
returned to Stewarts Lane when RSI went bust.
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The GRAND LUXE EXPRESS Traveling in High Style.
In 1997 my Wife and I celebrated our Silver Wedding Anniversary by visiting Chicago, Illinois.
During the stay we made our first visit to Pullman District and also visited G.M.Pullman family grave plot at
Gracelands Cemetery.
It was also during the stay that my wife purchased for me the Rivarossi HO gauge ‘American Orient Express’.
The set being number 214 of 3,000 since then I have always had an interest in the AOE.
Whilst researching the article that appeared within the last newsletter ‘PULLMAN RAIL JOURNEYS
COMMENCES NEW FIRST-CLASS, RAIL TRAVEL EXPERIENCE ABOARD RESTORED PULLMAN CARS, FEATURING
AUTHENTIC PULLMAN SERVICE’’ and my subsequent request to both T.Mulligan and later Karl Zimmerman
(Author) on the identity of the cars used within the new service that I was made aware of Karl Zimmerman’s
book ‘The GRAND LUXE EXPRESS Traveling in High Style’.
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Originally published in 2007, this unique book covers the period of the American Orient Express (AOE) from
the first trip 1994 until 2007. Karl has undertaken in depth research of the train and the origins of each car
within the train formation with stunning colour photographs of the train and both the cars internal and
external all enhance the text content.
The AOL operated from 1994 until 2006, when under new ownership the train was re-named the
‘GrandLuxe Express’.
Karl has travelled on the train on a number of occasions in the period of operation and gives an authoritive
review of both the train and service provision on board.

Title:

The GRAND LUXE EXPRESS Traveling in High Style.

Author:
Publisher:
ISBN-13:
RRP:

Karl Zimmerman.
Indiana University Press.
978-0-25334947-7.
$39.95.

UK Availability: £20.17 from Amazon UK - The Book Depository , Gloucester.
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Pullman Vestibule Paint Codes - T.Bye/PCS-A.
I note on a number of Pullman car photographs a set of letters and numbers on the left hand side vestibule
located just above the buffer.
The information as detailed relates to the renovation of the car, I detail below the information to date: The renovation information reads from Left to Right.

The letters T.C. indicates ‘Touch Up’
of the exterior car body sides and
interior ceiling repainted.
The letters P.C. indicates ?

On cars renovated at the Pullman car
Company Preston Park Workshops at
Brighton the initials P.P. are applied.
On those renewed at the British Railways
Carriage &Wagon Workshops at
Doncaster the initials DON. is applied

The final set of numerical numbers refer to the
renovation date 12.57. (December 1957).
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PRESERVATION NEWS.
Pullman car ARIES is currently at Ramparts Carriage and Wagon Repair Services at Derby, undergoing
restoration of the cars running gear prior to movement to the Kent & East Sussex Railway at Tenterden,
where the car’s interior will be restored.
Name:
Pullman Schedule No:
Car Type:
Builder:
Dimensions Length & Width:
Tare:
Seats:
Type:
Route Restriction Southern Region:

ARIES.
304.
Pullman Kitchen First Class
Pullman Car Company Preston Park Workshops, Brighton.
63’-10” x 8’-51/2”.
39t.
20.
U.
I.

ARIES being one of the final three Pullman cars built by the Pullman Car Company in the United Kingdom.

©David Rhodes.
ARIES circa early 1990’s.
Following withdrawal ARIES was moved from the South Coast to a site near Rochdale, Lancashire to start
further use as a static Restaurant attached to the ‘Yew Tree Inn’.
The kitchen and Pantry areas being removed to allow additional seating, all meals being prepared within the
Yew Tree Inns internal kitchen.
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©David Rhodes.
ARIES circa early 1990’s.

©David Rhodes.
ARIES in the circa early 1990’s.
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David Jones.

Latest Pullman related news from the Bluebell Railway is that the ex-LMS BGZ van, now used as a stores and
washing-up vehicle in the Pullman train formation, entered the paint shop at Horsted Keynes in January for a
much needed repaint as the umber in particular had been changing to a green over the past few years due to
exposure from the sun.

©David Jones.
Pullman liveried ex-LMS BGZ van on January 27th 2013.
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Hopefully such a problem should be a thing of the past now that the Pullman train formation is stored under
cover in the new carriage shed at Sheffield Park.

©David Jones.
FINGALL on February 16th 2013.
The final framing along the cant rail is being fitted on the west side of ‘FINGALL’, which is the last section of
woodwork to go on prior to the metal sheeting, to bring it up to the same stage as the east side.
Just to mention to those who saw the recent showing on BBC2 of ‘Dancing on the Edge’, that Car ‘Lilian’ was
on the train behind the U Class No.1638, but the internal shots were taken in ‘Doris’, which was stationary
but with appropriate computer generated ‘movement’ to simulate the train going along. The scene in the
sleeping car compartment was not filmed on the Bluebell!
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The Kent & East Sussex ‘Hastings’ Pullman Cars - André Freeman & Doug Lindsay.
The two Kent & East Sussex ‘Hastings’ Line gauge Pullman cars 'BARBARA' & 'THEODORA', continue to be well
patronised in the 'Wealden Pullman'.
Despite the difficult economic climate, the average occupancy of the service exceeded 94% during the 2012
season and so it is fitting that some of this income is re-invested in the cars themselves.
Following the cessation of scheduled services on News Year Eve, both cars were de-stored and shunted into
the Carriage and Wagon workshops at Tenterden for both bodywork repairs and repainting.

©André Freeman.
The Vestibule of BARBARA.
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A well documented weak-point in the design of these cars centres on the vestibules and their inward opening
vestibule doors, with many preserved cars having already required significant renewals in these areas. Having
now operated for 39 years in the 'Wealden Pullman' (a longer period than in Pullman Company service), time
had finally caught up with 'BARBARA'. Examination showed that wholesale renewal of the vestibule end
structure would be prudent, given the number of historic repairs evident.

©André Freeman.
The Vestibule of BARBARA showing the old repair to floor cut away and template held by clamp
indicates extent of removed woodwork
The main timbers which not only support the gangways but also are the structural strength of the vestibule
ends. New mahogany is being machined and inserted prior to all the doors, gangways etc being replaced.
A superb job is being carried out by staff and volunteers in the workshop in a race against time to meet the
completion date. The replication of the subtle interior curves surrounding the gangway has been
impressively accomplished, although the shavings necessarily produced seemed likely to overwhelm the
craftsman and his workspace! The pantry-end structural repairs were completed in around four weeks,
including renewal of some wasted ironwork.
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The opportunity to rebush gangway and draw gear linkages has also being taken: customers may henceforth
notice a quieter & smoother journey! The other vestibule has also been dismantled, with reparation to
include part of the floor where a very old repair now requires replacement.

©André Freeman.
THEODORA sporting a repainted roof & ‘refresh’ of paintwork underway.
'THEODORA', having been restored to service in 2005, is merely having her paintwork 'refreshed', following
which a full re-varnish will be undertaken.
The art of sign writing is still practiced in the time honoured manner at the K&ESR.
Readers may be interested to learn that such work is invariably undertaken by the lady chef of the 'Wealden
Pullman'. Given the quantity of lining & lettering evident on Pullman Cars, together with her exacting
standards, it is fortunate that the work coincides with a lengthy break in culinary services!
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©Doug Lindsay.
The Vestibule of THEODORA.
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©Doug Lindsay.
THEODORA.
Hopefully they will both emerge together this Spring in pristine condition to take their place in the
prestigious Wealden Pullman service, and will of course be part of the train which is hosting the Pullman
Society's 2013 AGM weekend events.
As previously detailed, 'ARIES' was acquired for restoration last year. Purchase was made by the 'Pullman
Improvement Fund', into which 'Wealden Pullman' staff deposit all customer gratuities.
Ramparts (Derby) will be undertaking funded works to mechanical components, with bodywork & interior
restoration planned for Tenterden.
In order to finance the latter, an appeal for donations remains ongoing. Further details are available at
www.kesr.org.uk/fundraising/pullman-car-aries
Work has also now commenced on the construction of a £500,000 carriage running shed.
This will provide undercover accommodation for up to 20 bogie carriages and significantly extend the service
life of our historic wooden bodied stock.
For further information with regard to Pullman Dining on the K&ES Railway visit the web site
www.kesr.org.uk/pullman-dining
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La Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits et des Grand Express Européens - News.

THE INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY
PRESERVATION SOCIETY
Established at the Nene Valley Railway,
Wansford, England in November 2007,
the principal purposes of the society are
to:
Support the restoration of rolling stock
of The Compagnie Internationale des
Wagons-Lits et des Grands Express
Europeens, owned by and based at the
Nene Valley Railway, currently
restaurant car 2975 and sleeping car
3916, both practically and financially.
Promote and develop a Museum
facility, to be called the 'Night Mail' to
display the carriages and associated
artefacts, in conjunction with the Nene
Valley Railway TPO group.

Collate both historical and current day
information on the company Wagons-Lits,
its carriages and artefacts, making the
information freely available on the web
site, in publications and in the future
museum facilities.
Promote the world wide preservation of
historically important railway rolling stock
and artefacts.
The society journal “les Grands Express
Européens” is published twice a year.
For membership details and information
relating to CIWL visit the IRPS web site
www.irps-wl.org.uk
De Pullman Rijd Weer The Pullman rides again.
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Pages: 59
Size: 210 x 145 mm softback
Details: Dutch Text with a slip-in English translation
Many colour and black and white illustrations.
Price: £7.00 plus postage.
Author: Jos Geilen archivist of the Zuid-Limburgse Stoomtrein Maatschappij
Published by Zuid-Limburgse Stoomtrein Maatschappij
Available in the UK from www.irps-wl.org.uk
An excellent book! In keeping with the very high standards of the Pullman Company and CIWL, it is a fitting
tribute to an excellent restoration carried out over several years by Jos Geilen and his team with a lot of
‘Tender Loving Care’ on Pullman Carriage 4129, now on the ZLSM in South East Holland
For those who remember having ridden in a Pullman and for those who have had the luck of seeing a fleet of
CIWL Pullman carriages fly past hauled by a majestic steam locomotive these witnesses cannot fail to be
impressed by this achievement.
The days of Pullman travel in Europe are almost a thing of the past and no longer accessible in third class, but
few will forget lunch served on the ‘Etoile du Nord’ between Amsterdam, Brussels and Paris or tea served on
the ‘Golden Arrow’ as it headed north to London.
This book is a testament to what can be achieved. It is also a precious record of Pullman 4129.which formed
part of ‘L’Etoile du Nord’ from Amsterdam, Brussels and Paris. Unlike many of its sister carriages it survived
the torch and became a visual record of the forgotten days of slower, and comfortable travel.
The book is also a powerful reminder of what can happen to a carriage which is exposed to the elements in
northern Europe.
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It makes interesting reading and reveals how the Pullman Company set about designing and procuring their
fleet of carriages.
Bringing it back to life is one thing, but doing so in such a way that it conforms to the latest safety and
construction methods is another thing.
Lavishly illustrated not only of the restored carriage but of the work in progress, its life in service; these
illustrations alone explain just what needed urgent attention and exactly how this carriage was brought back
to life. The text sets down in very fine detail just what had to be done and which materials were used.
Almost a lifetime’s work readers will soon be looking forward to the day when they can ride again in Pullman
4129.
Priced very modestly at just £7.00 plus postage it merits a place in the devoted Pullman and CIWL fan's
library.
Chris Elliott

Editor and Joint Author of ‘Ferry Boat de Nuit - Night Ferry 1936 – 1980’

© R.K.Blencowe Collection./G.Moon Collection.
CIWL - Wagon Restaurant (Dining car with kitchen) No.115 D. Built 1894 at WL. Saint Ouen.
No date or location known.
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Au Bon Temps des Wagons-Restaurants.
Pages: 144
Size: 220 x 270 mm hardback
Details: French Text many colour illustrations,
Price: 35.00 Euros approx £29.00
Author Eve-Marie Zizza-Lalu
Published by ‘La Vie du Rail’
Available in the UK from www.irps-wl.org.uk
The book we’ve all been waiting for, literally translated ‘Back to the Good Days of the Restaurants Cars’. The
restaurant cars in question were those of the former CIWL ‘Compagnie Internationale Des Wagons-Lits’
Author Eve-Marie Zizza-Lalu has brought her considerable talent as author from the restaurant and culinary
world of French Chef Paul Bocuse and ‘Slow Food’ to the blue coloured restaurant cars which were to be
found on international and cross country trains in France, Belgium and several European countries from the
late 1800s right up to 1994.
This new book is the book that never was, and although there is a long list of books specialising in the famous
trains of la Compagnie des Wagons-Lits (CIWL), none has ever covered the subject of just how the restaurant
cars were operated. It now seems almost impossible that one could enjoy an excellent meal, the best of
French cuisine whilst on the move. It is a sad fact that today one cannot eat a fresh and well cooked meal on
a train in France.
How was it possible that a chef, a helper and washer up could cook up to two or sometime three sittings of
52 passengers with a four course meal?
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It is, I suppose, instinct to any French man or woman that a meal is not complete without an aperitif, an
entrée, a main course, a selection of cheese before a dessert and not to forget a good red wine, a café and a
liqueur to finish. This level of service operated in the UK for many years and the writer of this review
experienced excellent meals served en-route north to Scotland and south west to Devon and Cornwall.
This story of the WRs is an important contribution to the Patrimoine de CIWL, the heritage of the former ciwl
company founded by George Nagelmackers.
Whereas one can think of no other restaurant car operator, there was indeed some serious competition in
Germany with its Mitropa and Deutsche Schlafwagen und Speisewagen Gesellschaft (DSG) companies and in
Switzerland with the SSG.
But it was the certainty that on a long journey one would eat well across France that made the journey more
interesting and you never quite knew who you might sit opposite to on this adventure.
One must congratulate Mme Zizza-Lau for her excellent book and raise a glass to her and CIWL for such an
important contribution to travel in Europe for the best part of 100 years
If you want to know just how ciwl organised the supply and stocking of the onboard kitchen dealt with
shortages of vital ingredients en-route, how the staff were fed and where they slept during overnight duties.
How the crews were organised, how the depots coped with the complicated timetable and roistering of WRs,
how basic were the coke fired cooking stoves and no refrigerators, just blocks of ice, then this is the book for
you.
CIWL used 800 kilos of fruit, 10 tons of vegetables and 9/10 tons of meat every week. If you would like to
know exactly what constituted the stock, crockery, silverware on the TR 51 Paris to Marseille turn to page 75.
Chris Elliott

Editor and Joint Author of ‘Ferry Boat de Nuit - Night Ferry 1936 – 1980’.

© S.V.Blencowe Collection No.X417/G.Moon Collection.
June 9th 1976 - Unidentified CIWL Sleeping Car at Ostend.
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From The Fourgon.
In mid January I received on loan 4 boxes of Pullman car photographs from the personal collection of
George Moon.
Since receipt all my free time has been taken up in scanning and cataloguing each photograph to add to the
PCS-Archive. On completion the photographs will be returned to George, with the inclusion of a ‘CD’
containing each photograph and the catalogue.
I am indebted to George for trusting his collection to me for the scanning period, and also giving his
permission to use his collection as required within future Newsletter editions.
The photographs on scanning have already led me to undertake research and I now include my findings
within this edition of your Newsletter.
“The Pullman Car Company and the British Industries Fair 1954 to 1957” & “Pullman Vestibule Paint Codes”.

I trust that you have found the content within this edition of interest.
I am indebted to those readers who have taken time out to forward either an article or photograph or both
for inclusion, rest assured without these contributions this edition would not have been published.

“Information is for sharing and not for gathering dust; it costs nothing to share knowledge”.
Pullman & La Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits et des Grand Express Européens News
T.Bye - ©PCS-A - March & April 2013.
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